Many studies have shown that hydrogen can play important roles on the antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and other protective effects. Ohsawa et al have proved that hydrogen can electively and directly scavenge hydroxyl radical. But this mechanism cannot explain more new experimental results. In this article, the hypothesis, which is inspired by H 2 could bind to the metal as a ligand, come up to explain its extensive biology effect: Hydrogen could regulate particular metalloproteins by bonding (M-H 2 interaction) it. And then it could affect the metabolization of ROS and signal transduction. Metalloproteins may be ones of the target molecules of H 2 action. Metal ions may be appropriate role sites for H 2 molecules. The hypothesis pointed out a new direction to clarify its mechanisms.
Background
Basal cellular metabolism continuously produces reactive oxygen species (ROS). O 2 may generate successively superoxide (O 2− ), hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) and hydroxyl radical (OH • ). ROS are able to oxidize biological macromolecules such as DNA, protein and lipids [1, 2] . Some enzymic systems detoxify ROS, however, catalase dismutates H 2 O 2 , and SOD eliminates O 2− (but generates H 2 O 2 ). Excess oxygen can react with H 2 O 2 to produce hydroxyl radicals by the Fenton reaction [3] ( Figure 1 ). Ohsawa et al provide evidence that hydrogen could reach subcellular compartments such as the nucleus and mitochondria, biochemical experiments using fluorescent probes and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy spin traps indicated that hydrogen gas may selectively scavenge the hydroxyl radical [4] ; They were the first to show the ability of H 2 to suppress oxidation in vivo. So far, many researches have proved the central role of hydrogen on the antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and other protective effects.
Much evidence has shown that hydrogen exert beneficial effects in animal models of a number of diseases mainly associated with oxidative stress; However, the findings don't cover plants. Moreover, the mechanism of the effect of hydrogen remains unclear, the most acceptable mechanism is that the hydrogen can electively and directly scavenge hydroxyl radical while preserving other reactive oxygen and nitrogen species important in signaling [4] . There is some question, however, the published rate constant for the reaction of • is drastically slower than most radical-radical reactions [6] . Furthermore, it can't explain some new experimental results. For example, Tomohiro Itoh proved that hydrogen exerts its beneficial effect by modulating some signaling pathways. Experimenters found that oral intake of hydrogen-rich water abolishes an immediate-type allergic reaction in mice. The results indicated that hydrogen attenuates phosphorylation of the FcERI-associated Lyn and its downstream signal transduction, which subsequently inhibits the NADPH oxidase activity and reduces the generation of hydrogen peroxide. they also found that inhibition of NADPH oxidase attenuates phosphorylation of Lyn in mast cells, indicating the presence of a feedforward loop that potentiates the allergic responses. Hydrogen accordingly inhibits all tested signaling molecule(s) in the loop. The results imply that effects of hydrogen in some diseases are possibly mediated by modulation of yet unidentified signaling pathways [7] . 
Hypothesis and discussion
Although the beneficial effect of hydrogen is generally accepted, the mechanism is not still clear. There can be little doubt that biology function of H 2 depends on the physical and chemical interaction of other molecules with it , so what would it be like?
In organometallic and inorganic chemistry, for some metal complexes, the "arrested" addition product can be isolated-the dihydrogen complex is obtained as a stable species that can be put in a bottle: [8] (Scheme 1).
Traditional ligands use lone pairs of electrons in their bonding, but in dihydrogen complexes, the bonding to the metal comes from donation of electron density from the nonpolar H-H σ bond to d orbitals on the metal (Figure 2 ). We hold that hydrogenase is a typical case in point. Hydrogenases catalyse the reversible oxidation of molecular hydrogen (H 2 ). The active site domain of the Fe hydrogenases contains an unusual Fe-S centre termed the H-cluster. H-cluster consists of the [Fe 4 S 4 ] subcluster bridged via the Cys thiolate to the [Fe 2 ] (binuclear iron) subcluster (Figure 3 ) [9] [10] [11] [12] . Iron sulfur clusters are found at the active sites of numerous enzymes where they commonly facilitate electron transfer and substrate transformations (Table 1) [13] . It is infered that M-H 2 interaction also exists in these metalloproteins. By extension, it also should exist in non-cluster metalloproteins. All this suggestes that metal ions may be the site where H 2 interacted with metalloproteins.
It is proved from experiments that molecules containing a metallic cation may promote O 2− formation because they have the ability to store and easily give an electron to molecular dioxygen [16] . Free radicals arise through the autoxidation catalyzed by metalloproteins, this mainly occurs within the mitochondria. Some experimental results proved that hydrogen can permeate into mitochondria and prevent superoxide formation [17] . It indicates that H 2 can affect the metabolization of ROS by way of superoxie formation. And it must have a big impact on the content of H 2 O 2. Besides, free radical production can also happen in other cellular compartments, such as NADPH oxidase. ROS production can interfere with signal transduction pathways [18] [19] [20] . ROS, in particular H 2 O 2 , are indeed second messengers for many physiological stimuli, some stimuli have been proven to induce mitochondrial H 2 O 2 release [21] .
On the basis of the mentioned analysis, we evaluate that metal ions could be appropriate role sites for H 2 molecules. We propose that hydrogen can permeate into mitochondria and concentrate at mitochondrial membrane to regulate activity of metalloproteins (complexesI, II,III) by M-H 2 interaction. The same may be true of NADPH oxidase. This could reduce the production of superoxide and prevent synthesis of the hydroxyl from the source. Hydrogen, on the one hand, maybe regulate the content of H 2 O 2 by affecting the metabolization of ROS. And then it disturbs signaling pathway. On the other hand, hydrogen maybe directly influence signal transduction by regulating particular metalloproteins of signaling pathways. It may be the mechanism of its extensive biology effect.
Conclusions
We propose that metalloproteins may be ones of the target molecules of H 2 action. Metal ions may be appropriate role sites for H 2 molecules. And in this way can we explain its extensive biology effect. Although some details remain murky, the hypothesis pointed out a new direction for the continuation. It is a good inspiration to clarify the mechanism of the effect of hydrogen. We predict that hydrogen can affect many metalloproteins activities.Therefore, more studies will be necessary to test the hypothesis. 
